
Name __________________________ Date ______________________

      Grade _______

War, What Is      

It Good For?
Brother Brother

Making a 

Difference
Compromises

The war officially                   

started here                                                          

……       …….                        

…………………..       

__________________

By 1850, most of the 

nation's cities were 

located in this region of 

the United States.                                                                                              

__________________

Most Southerners lived 

here (in these areas) in 

the mid-1850's     

……………………..                    

__________________

Harriet Tubman and others 

used this to help escaped 

slaves reach their freedom 

in the North            

_________________

This compromise preserved 

the balance between free and 

slave states by admitting 

Missouri as a slave state and 

Maine as a free state     

__________________

Break down of compromises, 

slavery, states' rights, 

sectionalism, and the western 

expansion were causes of this             

….         

__________________

This way of producing goods in 

the South's economy was 

profitable for the South, but 

illegal in most Northern states                                                                                   

…………….                         

__________________

This had been outlawed 

by most Northern states 

by 1850             

………………..           

__________________

Free African Americans 

lived in fear of losing this                    

………………………..       

…………………... 

__________________

Northerners and Southerners 

disagreements over the results 

of the slavery vote gave 

Kansas this nickname     

__________________

He said, "If slavery is not 

wrong, then nothing is 

wrong…"                             

……………………….                         

__________________

Speech given by Lincoln 

that made it clear a 

united nation and the end 

of slavery were worth 

fighting for          

__________________

They thought that fighting 

the Civil War would put 

an end to the practice of 

slavery                                       

__________________

The Supreme Court ruled that 

this African American had no 

rights, even though his master 

died and he had lived in free 

states              

__________________

This compromise saw 

California admitted to the 

Union as a free state, and the 

passing of the                                

Fugitive Slave law 

__________________

This book described the 

cruelties of slavery and caused 

many people to become 

abolitionists                                    

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

  __________________

Holding back on their work, 

pretending to be sick, and 

breaking needed tools were 

ways these people hurt their 

owners' profits                                       

__________________

They wanted to keep 

slavery in the United 

States of America     

…………..               

__________________

This 3-day struggle was won 

by the North, and Lincoln later 

made a famous speech there                            

__________________

This allowed the people 

of each territory to decide 

whether it should be free 

or slave    

__________________

States located between 

Northern and 

Confederate states were 

called this 

__________________               

Many in these states 

believed they should 

secede from the Union  

………………….                            

__________________

He became President of 

the Confederacy              

………                                             

………. 

__________________

He surrendered to 

General Grant at 

Appomattox Court 

House, Virginia                                 

……………...                 

__________________

This said that escaped slaves 

had to be returned to their 

owners, even if they had 

reached states where slavery 

was illegal

 __________________
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